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ABSTRACT

The principal objective of this paper is to contribute to current policy discussions in
Israel on the appropriate roles of patients, physicians, insurers and government in
selecting the hospital in which the individual will be hospitalized. The study draws
on economic models of competitive markets and agency relationships, the
professional literature on competition among hospitals, and an analysis of the
relevant historical and structural aspects of the Israeli health care system.

In addressing the question of who should make the choice between competing
hospitals, the paper focuses on four "pure types": patient choice, physician choice,
insurer choice and government choice. The ifrst three operate in a market context
and are referred to as competitive approaches. The latter is referred to as a

planning approach. The four "pure" choice types are evaluated for their feasibility,
and their likely impact on the cost and quality of hospital care, patient
satisfaction, and equity.

The analysis identiifes probable advantages and disadvantages in each type.
Patient choice is likely to lead to greatly enhanced consumer satisfaction, but may
be problematic in terms of clinical quality and cost containment. Physician choice
addresses quality issues, but (in the absence of special reimbursement mechanisms
which provide incentives for physicians to contain costs) leaves cost concerns
unaddressed. Health Maintenance Organization (HMO)/insurer decisionmaking is

likely to lead to good results in terms of minimizing unit costs, but poses risks to
continuity of care and equitable treatment of competing hospitals if appropriate
safeguards are not put in place. Finally, a planning approach deals well with the
cost issues (particularly those related to volume), but may be particularly prone to
low levels of consumer satisfaction, poor hospitalcommunity links and poor
technical quality.

The authors argue that as each of the four pure options is characterized by
drawbacks; it may be better to pursue an integrated solution which combines two
or more of the pure options. One promising hybrid is the recent proposal of the
State Commission of Inquiry into the Functioning and Efifciency of the Israeli
Health Care System. The Commission has called for dividing the country into
regions and enabling sick funds to choose among several competing hospitals in



each region. The effectiveness of this approach depends on concurrent
implementation of another change proposed by the Commission  that patients be
guaranteed free choice among sick funds. If the latter is not implemented, then it
may be preferable that the patient, rather than the sick fund, decide where within
the region he or she will be hospitalized. In addition, it may be best to treat
regional limitations on competition (as recommended by the Commission of
Inquiry) as a transitional measure only.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the issue of who should decide where patients are hospitalized
in Israel. It analyzes the current and desired roles of government, insurers, physi
cians and patients in the decisionmaking process, taking into consideration the role
of market forces and regulation in health care. The issue, which has signiifcant
policy implications in many countries, has assumed critical importance recently In

Israel.

The process by which patients are channelled to one or another competing hospital
can have a major impact on hospital behavior. While government subsidies and
donations from abroad play a role in hospital ifnancing in Israel1, patient care
revenues constitute the main source of funds. Generally speaking, an increase in
the number of patients translates into more revenues  if not immediately, than at
least in subsequent budget cycles. While total expenditures also increase w/ii
volume, they increase less rapidly than revenues due to economies of scale. Ac
cordingly, hospitals invest substantial energies in ensuring a steady lfow of pa
tients.

Efforts to attract patients are likely to be most pronounced when occupancy rates
are low and/or there is at least one competing hospital in the area. In such cases,
it is crucial for the hospital to identify who is making the hospitalization choice,
analyze the criteria used by this decisionmaker in choosing, and target both the
product and the marketing efforts at the decisionmaker.

The authority that decides where patients will be hospitalized, determines hospital
revenues to a large extent. As a result, this decisionmaker can have substantial
indirect inlfuence on such issues as: whether hospitals located in the periphery will
survive, whether patients will be hospitalized excessively or unnecessarily, whether
patients will be treated with dignity, the extent to which clinical excellence will be
maintained in Israeli hospitals, and whether society will be able to exercise control
over health care costs. But who is this powerful "decisionmaker?" And, more signi
ifcantly, who should it be? In theory, there are at least four contenders for the role:
the patient, the communitybased physician (i.e. the primary care physician or a
communitybased specialist), the health insurer, and the government2. These fQur

potential decisionmakers differ markedly in their objectives, in their market power,
and in the quality of the information at their disposal. From a public policy
perspective, there are pros and cons to entrusting the hospital choice decision t0
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each of the four contenders. None of the options is perfect; what is best for one
country or region may be completely inappropriate for another. Most health care
systems in industrialized countries employ a mix of two or more of these four
options. The challenge for policymakers in Israel lies in selecting the option, or mix
of options, which best meets the unique needs of Israeli society.

Section 1 of this paper introduces the concepts of market forces, competition and
regulation in health care, and relates these concepts to the "who should choose?"
question. The presentation is geared to the general reader. Technicallyminded
readers are referred to an appendix for a more theoretical presentation in terms of
formal economic models3. Section 2 describes how patients are currently channeled
to hospitals in Israel and how this situation evolved. It also highlights several
unique features of the Israeli situation. These must be taken into account when
considering the implications for Israel of research ifndings from other countries.
Section 3 explores the issues raised in Section 1 in greater depth. It does so by
summarizing the conceptual arguments and empirical evidence regarding the im
pact of each option in terms of cost and eiffciency, clinical quality, consumer satis
faction, and equity. Section 4 argues that hybrid solutions (i.e. approaches which
mix elements of two or more of the four pure options), and other modiifcations of
the four pure forms, can be crafted to better address the special circumstances of
the Israeli health care system. Section 5 explores the merits and shortcomings of
the hybrid approach recently proposed by the State Commission of Inquiry into
the Functioning and Eiffciency of the Health Care System. The conclusions are
summarized in Section 6. The Appendix examines the "who should choose?" ques
tion in terms of formal economic models.

Notes: Introduction

1. In 1989/90 the Israeli health system received approximately 300 million NIS in
donations from Israel and abroad; of this, approximately 220 million NIS are
listed in the national income accounts as "current transfers" while 80 million
NIS are listed as "capital transfers". The national income accounts do not list a
separate ifgure for donations from abroad. In 1989/90 national health expendi
ture was approximately 6.9 billion NIS, of which approximately 350 million NIS
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was for ifxed capital formation. Thus, donations from Israel and abroad if

nanced approximately 496 of national health expenditures and approximately
2390 of ifxed capital formation.

2. In the United Kingdom, the National Health Service is moving toward a sys
tem in which regions will act as prudent buyers and negotiate contracts w/ti
selected hospitals. Here, government would be selecting the hospital, but this
would not be a "planning approach". Government is acting here in a manner
similar to an HMO. We discuss this option in Section 4 on hybrids.

3. While the paper employs primarily an economic perspective, the authors recog
nize that the "who should choose?" question is not solely an economic one. It is
an issue which could also be approached proiftably from political science and
system dynamics perspectives.
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SECTION 1: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: MARKET
FORCES AND REGULATION IN HEALTH
CARE

The question of who should decide where patients are hospitalized is closely related
to the role of market forces and the role of competition in the economy in general
and in health care in particular. Economists generally argue that, in the case of
most products and most markets, increased competition leads to lower prices, im
proved quality, greater responsiveness to consumers, and increased eiffciency1.

Consumers and other purchasers will compare prices and quality when choosing
among competing products and, all else being equal, will select the product which
gives them the best value for their money. The most eiffcient producers will
survive; the less eiffcient will go out of business. Moreover, the fear of bankruptcy
and the desire to maximize proifts puts pressure on all the producers to develop
new products which meet consumer needs and wants, eliminate waste and invest in
costreducing technological innovation. Over time, products which better meet
consumer needs and more eiffcient methods of production are developed. (Scherer,
1970; Caves, 1977)

By way of contrast, monopoly situations are characterized by a very different
dynamic. First, classical monopolists2 produce too little; they hold back production
in order to drive up prices and increase proifts. Second, what is produced is not
necessarily produced at the lowest possible cost. Lack of competition frees the
monopolist from the constant pressure to seek out ways to reduce cost in order to
survive. Owners of the monopoly organization might still seek to reduce costs in
order to maximize proifts, but the managers of the organization may have different
objectives, and the owners cannot always ensure that it is their own objectives
which guide policy decisions. Finally, monopolists are under less pressure than
ifrms in competitive markets to innovate in the sense of modifying products to
better meet consumer needs.3

This scenario is generally believed to break down in the health care services
market.4 In most developed countries, consumers have fairly comprehensive health
insurance, at least as far as curative care, and particularly hospital care, is con
cerned. Accordingly, they are largely insensitive to price differences in choosing
among competing providers. In addition, consumers usually lack the information
needed to judge the quality of hospitals and other health care providers. As a
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result, health policy analysts argue, they tend to give too much weight to
glamorous hightechnology equipment and modern facilities as indicators of quali
ty. At the same time, the hospitals, as nonproift organizations, have traditionally
placed more emphasis on growth and prestige than on proift maximization and
eiffciency (Newhouse, 1970). As the patient is often unable to evaluate what ser
vices he needs6, it will be the hospital physicians who will determine the quantity
and complexity of treatment provided (Puchs, 1974; Robinson and Luft; 1988b).
Each hospital is interested in increasing volume (in terms of admissions in a Diag
nostically Related Groups (DRG) system and procedures in a feeforservice sys
tenr). Historically, hospitals have faced few constraints on such growth from the
patients or their insurers (Arnould and DeBrock, 1986). As a result, the more
hospitals there are in an area (i.e., the more competitive the market) the greater
will be health care expenditures in that area.

Many of those who favor market approaches to economic activity in general, are
also wary of exclusive reliance on market mechanisms (such as consumer
sovereignty, or choice) in health care (Schramm, 1986; Arnould and DeBrock, 1986;
Enthoven, 1989). As suggested above, market mechanisms alone are unlikely to
ensure efifcient outcomes, as patients are incapable of judging quality accurately
and are at least somewhat insensitive to cost. In addition, most societies seek to
promote equity in the distribution of health services and market forces alone (ie.,

without government regulation or subsidies) are not conducive to equitable out
comes.

The importance of taking quality of care into account in selecting hospitals sug
gests that there could be an important role for the patient's physician in the de
cisionmaking process. Ideally, the physician acts in the patient's best interest  the
perfect agent of economic theory (see further discussion of the "agency relation
ship" in the Appendix). Indeed, in many situations where patients are empowered
to make choices about what their course of treatment should be and where they
should be treated, patients will defer to the recommendations of their physicians
(Strull, 1984; Burzstajn, 1978; Cassileth, 1982; Arrow, 1963). This does not neces
sarily guarantee that the highest quality option will be chosen since physicians also
lack perfect information, are not always suiffciently skilled to make good use of the
information available and, in addition, may be inlfuenced by considerations other
than the patient's best interests (i.e., the physician's income or prestige).
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Interest in cost containment has led many to suggest that insurers, particularly
HMOs (the American equivalent of Israel's sick funds), should play a major role in

managing patient care, selecting eiffcient providers, and channeling patients to low
cost/highquality hospitals (Enthoven, 1978; Enthoven, 1989; McClure, 1983). The
HMOs are perceived as better able than the individual patient to balance the costs
against the beneifts of alternative sources of hospital care. HMOs and other insur
ers have the medical and ifnancial knowhow needed to collect and analyze infor
mation on cost and quality and the economies of scale needed to do so eiffciently .

In addition, the insurers have an incentive to collect and use such data in order to
increase their proiftability. In the short term, HMO/insurer proiftability depends
primarily on its ability to reduce costs. Over the long term, proiftability depends
both on the ability to decrease costs and the ability to increase revenues by in
creasing membership. In choosing among insurers and HMOs, potential members
are concerned both about the premiums they will be charged and their perception
of the quality and range of services available. Note that in recent years, insurers
other than HMOs have also begun to manage the care of their enrollees.

The interest in equitable outcomes as well as cost containment explains why there
has historically been wide support for a governmental role in health care. In many
countries, government is a key player in setting hospital rates and/or limiting and
directing capital investments (Glaser, 1983; Banta and Kemp, 1982). In some coun
tries, including Israel and Scandinavia, the government also plays a role in chan
neling patients to hospitals. There is often a regionalization plan, in which patients
are assigned to hospitals on the basis of geographic proximity to their place of
residence. As discussed in greater detail below, proponents of government interven
tion argue that such arrangements promote equity among regions, reduce health
care costs by eliminating the ineiffcient, costgenerating, aspects of health care
competition, and improve quality of care by ensuring continuity.

Thus, there are four basic options regarding how decisions should be made in
health care7. Three of them  consumer choice, physician choice, and HMO/insurer
choice  operate in a market context and will be referred to as the competitive
approaches. Government sponsored regionalization will be referred to as the plan
ning approach.
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Notes: Section 1

1. Recently, there is a growing recognition that the markets for a large number of
goods and services depart signiifcantly from the perfect competition model due
primarily to problems of imperfect information. As a result, these markets do
not offer many of the beneifts envisioned in the models. (Robinson, 1988)

2. In situations where they can practise price discrimination, classic monopolists
will produce at the socially optimal output levels. In most markets, they are
prevented from doing so due to transaction costs and social norms and instead
charge all consumers the same price. The price is set to maximize revenues and
the result is that too little is produced from a societal perspective.

3. On the other hand, monopolists are sometimes freer to innovate and take risks;
the lack of competition lets them adopt a longterm perspective.

4. The literature makes an important distinction between the market for health
insurance and the market for health care services. Our focus in this paper is on
the market for services, particularly hospital services. Many health insurance
markets also depart from the perfectly competitive model. In the U.S., tax
beneifts for the purchase of insurance reduce the effective price of insurance
for consumers. In Israel, freedom of choice among the competing health insur
ers is constrained in signiifcant ways.

Among the various health care services, the extent and nature of departures
from the perfect competition model varies. For example, patients may well be
better able to assess quality in the primary care setting than in the hospital
setting.

5. There are situations, such as in the case of maternity care, in which patients
are able to evaluate their needs. In such situations they tend to be more active
shoppers.

6. However, to date, the vast majority of HMOs have addressed the issue of
hospital quality in a superifcial fashion.

7. While the focus in this paper is on the "where patients should be hospitalized?"
decision, the same set of options exists for several related decisions. One might
also ask who should decide whether a particular patients should be hospitalized
at all and, similarly, who should decide which physician should care for a

particular patient within the hospital.
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SECTION 2: THE ISRAELI CONTEXT

This section presents the context within which Israeli policymakers must decide on
the mechanism for channeling patients to hospitals. First, it summarizes the key
cultural and historical factors which account for prevalent attitudes in Israel to
ward market forces. It then describes the structural characteristics of the health
care system most relevant to the "who should choose?" question and the history of
how patients have been channeled to hospitals to date.

A. Unique Features of Israeli Society
In 1989, Israel had a population of approximately 4.6 million, of whom 8290 were

' Jewish, 1495 were Moslems and the remaining 49S were of other religions, primarily
Christians and Druse. The country is heavily urbanized, and is considered a
middleincome country by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD).

Israel is a social democracy, a welfare state. As a pluralistic society, Israel relies on
a mixture of government involvement and market forces to guide the production
of goods and services. However, in comparison with the United States, or even in
comparison with most Western European countries, Israeli society has historically
been characterized by more extensive government involvement and less reliance on
market forces. Over the last decade there has been gradual movement in the
direction of reducing the government's role in the economy, but there remain seri
ous, widespread, concerns about the negative aspects of market solutions.

These concerns are best understood in light of the country's unique geopolitical
situation and its historical and cultural context:

. Population dispersal and the maintenance of border settlements are vital for
survival in a country which must be prepared to defend itself militarily against
hostile neighbors. Without government intervention, market forces might lead to
depopulation of outlying areas.

. Equity is an important value in a country established by socialist pioneers and
in which economic wellbeing plays a major role in interethnic tensions. Com
petition usually results in winners and losers.
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. Promoting social solidarity is viewed as a legitimate objective of the State. Com
petition is viewed as dividing people and pitting them against one another.

. A relatively young and poor country which must support a large army and
develop its economic infrastructure must, to some extent, sacriifce individual
wants for national objectives. Market mechanisms give priority to individual
wants.

. A small country which is heavily dependent on foreign trade for many vital
resources must ensure economies of scale in production so that its exports can
compete effectively. Competition can lead to fragmentation of the domestic
market and price wars abroad.

(Arian, 1985; Ben Porath, 1986; Eisenstadt, 1985; Sharkansky, 1987; Grushka, 1968)

These concerns about the free market have resulted in government ownership of
many large enterprises; extensive government regulation of agriculture, banking,
and other key industries; massive government involvement in capital markets; and
the promotion of a variety of cartel arrangements, marketing boards, and regulat
ed monopolies. Consumer awareness, consumer protection laws and antitrust regu
lation are relatively weak. The idea that government can play a role in promoting
orderly and fair competition is relatively undeveloped.

The implications of these traditions for the role of competition in health care are
complex. They suggest that completely unregulated competition is unlikely to be
accepted by the majority of the population. At the same time, one cannot ignore
recent events in Eastern Europe in which deep dissatisfaction with planning ap
proaches combined with limited familiarity with market approaches led to extreme
versions of unregulated capitalism being espoused by segments of the population.
A similar reaction against central planning can be found among some policy
analysts in Israel (see, for examples, articles published by the Israel Center for
Social and Economic Progress in its periodical, To Be Free).

Related to the distrust of market forces is the perception on the part of most
policymakers and policy analysts in Israel that the government would never allow
a hospital to close simply because it lost patients to a competitor. This is con
sistent with a tradition in which the government has bailed out the banks, the
farmers, and numerous other groups threatened with bankruptcy. Of course,
government bailouts exist even in the United States, a nation with a strong disin
clination for government intervention in the marketplace. Note, for example, the
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bailouts of Lockhead, Chrysler, and the Savings and Loans associations. However,
while bailouts do sometimes take place in other countries, in Israel they are so
much a part of economic life that the threat of bankruptcy, a major force behind
the competitive behavior of nonproifts, is softened in a signiifcant way. As a
result, competitive considerations may not push Israeli providers to respond to the
preferences of buyers as rapidly and as thoroughly as would be the case in other
countries. An additional result of the bailout tradition is that government minis
tries are wary of competition among hospitals, as they fear that the government
will eventually be called upon to bail out those hospitals which fail to attract
patients.

Israeli attitudes toward market forces may be inlfuenced by the current wave of
immigration from the Soviet Union. Over 200,000 Soviet Jews arrived in Israel in
1990; estimates of the number expected over the coming years range from half a
million to one million. In the short term, the need to mobilize quickly to meet the
needs of the immigrants has led to calls for greater government involvement in the
economy. Over the longer term, immigrants leaving what was the world's largest
socialist country may prove to be a potent political force in the liberalization of
Israel's economy.

B. The Health Care System
Approximately 896 of Israel's GNP is allocated to health. In 1987 average life
expectancy was 77.0 years for females and 73.6 for males. The infant mortality "*

rate was 10.7 per 1,000 live births. Israel has 37 general (acute care) hospitals
spread throughout the nation's approximately 22,000 square kilometers. These
hospitals account for, roughly, half of national health expenditures (Central
Bureau of Statistics, 1990). In terms of technological sophistication and clinical
quality, these institutions are considered comparable to the hospitals of many
wealthier nations.

Israel's health care system is dominated by two entities  the Ministry of Health
(MOH) and the Kupat Holim Clalit (KHC) sick fund, which is owned and operated
by Israel's labor federation  the Histadrut. The MOH has responsibility for the
development of health policy and operates the nation's public health services. It
also owns and operates about onehalf of the nation's acute care beds, oneiffth of
the beds in chronic disease hospitals, and one half of the psychiatric beds. The
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Ministry plays a major role in regulating the other actors in the healthcare sys
tenr, and in subsidizing some of them.

KHC is Israel's dominant provider of primary care services, operating approxi
mately 1,300 clinics and employing over 2,300 primary care physicians. Approxi
mately 7596 of Israel's population is insured by KHC, another 2Oi?io is insured in
three smaller funds (Maccabi, Meuhedet and Leumit) while 590 of the population is

uninsured. KHC also owns approximately onethird of the nation's acute care
hospital beds. KHC's special role in Israel's health care system is a product of both
its size and its strong mutual aid orientation. KHC and its parent organization, the
Histadrut, are ideologically committed to the preservation of a system in which
health services are distributed on the basis of need and not on the basis of ability
to pay.

The government's share in health care ifnancing has declined over the past decade.
In recent years, Israel has witnessed substantial labor unrest among health care
workers, declining consumer satisfaction with the public health services, and
growth in private healthcare and in the smaller sick funds. Consumer and em
ployee dissatisfaction led, in 1988, to the formation of the State Commission of
Inquiry into the Functioning and Eiffciency of the Israeli Health Care System. The
recommendations of this Commission, issued in 1990, will be discussed in Section 5.

C. The Regionalization Agreement
A 1981 agreement between KHC and MOH divided the country into twenty regions
and identiifed a regional hospital for each region. The twenty regions were grouped
into six supraregions, each with a designated supraregional hospital. Certain ser
vices and departments (e.g. thoracic surgery) exist only in supraregional hospitals.
These supraregional hospitals were also expected to accept particularly complicat
ed cases from any department. Referrals could come either from a regional hospi
tal or directly from communitybased providers. The agreement stipulated that
each MOH and KHC hospital was to accept all patients needing care from its
region while refraining (with limited exceptions) from treating patients from out
side its region. KHC as a sick fund  committed itself to hospitalizing each of its
members at the regional hospital "to the greatest possible extent". It was under
stood that the regional assignments could not and should not be absolute, so that
patients with a longstanding relationship with a hospital outside their region could
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continue to receive medical care from that hospital. A global annual payment was
set which would cover all hospitalizations of KHC members at MOH hospitals.

Explicitly excluded from this agreement were the Jerusalem region and obstetric
care. Jerusalem was excluded because it had no government or KHC hospitals
)Comptroller General, 1986) and because, due to the unique nature of the hospitals
in that city, enforcement dififculties were anticipated. The reasons for the exclu
sion of obstetrics have not been documented. Perhaps it was because obstetric care
is ifnanced by the National Insurance Institute rather than the sick funds. Anoth
er possibility is that it was recognized that consumers would insist on the right to
choose where to have babies and would have enough time to shop around. It has
been suggested that strong opposition from KHC also played a role in the decision
to exclude obstetrics from the agreement.

The history of the regionalization agreement is recounted in a book on the 1983
physicians' strike by Professor Baruch Modan, a former directorgeneral of MOH
)Modan, 1985). Modan contends that MOH's primary motive in proposing the
agreement was to ensure a steady flow of patients to its hospitals. Until 1975, the
price of hospital care had been kept artiifcially low, with government providing
subsidies to the hospitals to make up the difference between cost and revenues
from the sick funds. As a result, KHC had been fairly indifferent to whether its
members were hospitalized in governmentowned or KHCowned hospitals. In
1975, the government reduced the subsidies and substantially raised the ofifcial
price for a day of hospitalization. KHC came to the conclusion that it was now
more economical to hospitalize members at its own hospitals than to pay the
ofifcial price for hospitalizations at government hospitals (Ron, 1983). This line of
thinking was strengthened by the fact that MOH hospitals (many of which were
inherited from the British Mandatory Government) were, at the time, in worse
physical condition than the more recently built KHC hospitals. By hospitalizing
members at its own hospitals, KHC felt it would not only save money, but would
also increase patient satisfaction.

It is possible that the MOH feared shrinkage or closure of its hospitals  particu
larly peripheral hospitals  which suffered from poor reputations. By providing
both employment opportunities and health services to the local population, these
hospitals served, and continue to serve, as important elements in the national
policy of population dispersal to outlying areas.1
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MOH personnel who were involved in negotiating the agreement have suggested to
the authors that MOH's insistence on a planning approach to hospital care  then
and now  stems from several other considerations as well. It was hoped that
limiting the hospitals' per capita income would lead to heightened economic
behavior on the part of hospitals and provide incentives to make costconscious
tradeoffs between program and treatment alternatives. In addition, linking a hos
pital with a geographicallydeifned population should, theoretically at least, en
courage the hospitalbased professionals to take a more holistic view of the health
needs of the communities they serve. Working relationships between hospital
based providers and communitybased providers might also be given a push by
such linkages. If a patient were to receive all his hospital care at one hospital, the
medical record would be more complete, and continuity of care improved. Finally,
waste and ineiffciency could be reduced, as hospitals would be freed from the need
to compete with other hospitals for patients and prestige, and could instead use
funds to develop specializations and acquire expensive equipment in line with the
needs of the population served.

During this time, KHC was concerned that the government hospitals were artiif
cially extending length of stay in order to maximize reimbursement under a per
diem system. KHC recognized that it could not directly control length of stay at
government hospitals. Accordingly, it was interested in arranging a capitation or
global payment to the government to cover all services provided by government
hospitals to its members. KHC was willing to accept the government's proposal to
regionalize hospital care in return for the government's willingness to accommo
date KHC's interest in capping its payments to government hospitals; the result
was the 1981 agreement.

The agreement formally bound only KHC and the government to the agreement.
No attempt was made to include the smaller sick funds as signatories to the agree
ment (partly because of their limited market share). However, the agreement did
imply that both KHC and government hospitals should accept all patients from
their regions, including, by implication, also those who were members of the small
er sick funds (Struzman, 1989). In addition, to the written regionalization agree
ment between KHC and the government, there was a general government policy of
encouraging regionalization of hospital services. The government expected and
encouraged the smaller sick funds to hospitalize their members in hospitals as
signed to serve their region (Struzman, 1989).
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During the early years, implementation of the agreement was monitored jointly by
the MOH and KHC, and worked to the satisfaction of both parties. In subsequent
years, dissatisfaction grew on both sides with MOH claiming willful violations of
the agreement and KHC complaining of poor service2. Throughout the 1980s,
"regionalization" was incomplete. Documentation to this effect covering the early
years of the agreement can be found in the 1986 report of the Comptroller General.
In 1985, 1496 of admissions to government hospitals (for services covered by the
agreement) were of patients from outside the referral region, or supraregion, (Min
istry of Health  Automation Unit, 1985) . In 1987/88, three Kupat Holim hospitals
were found to be drawing half or more of their patients from outside their assigned
regions, while in several regions 4(^ of admissions went to hospitals outside their
region (Handelsman and Ron, 1988). Patient choice, physician choice and
HMO/insurer choice probably all played a role. It is also important to recall that
the regionalization was never intended to be absolute. Until recently, however, it
did prevent KHC from making formal deals with individual hospitals to channel
patients in return for discounts.

In 1990, KHC threatened to discontinue the regionalization system. Some analysts
contended that this was just a bargaining tactic: KHC really favored continuation
of the regionalization system but was trying to negotiate a reduction in the global
payment to the government. KHC spokesmen maintained that the sick fund was
genuinely interested in ending the era of regionalization. They argued that KHC,
as the insurer, should retain the right to decide where patients are hospitalized.
The government, particularly MOH, favored continuation of the regionalization
agreement.

While the debate was taking place, the regionalization agreement was increasingly
circumvented in the ifeld. Ultimately the agreement lapsed in early 1991. A critical
factor in the breakdown of the accord was disagreement between KHC and the
government regarding the appropriate "per capita hospital utilization" factor to be
used in calculating the global fee. Since the discontinuation of the agreement,
hospitals have become more aggressive in trying to attract patients. They are
seeking to increase the number of customers both for services covered in the sick
funds' basic beneifts packages and for services that necessitate outofpocket pay
ments or supplemental insurance. In addition, sick funds have begun to play a
more active role in channeling their patients to hospitals and are seeking volume
discounts from hospitals (Chinitz and Rosen, 1992).
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D. The Situation in Jerusalem
As noted above, Jerusalem hospitals were excluded from the regionalization agree
ment. As a result, there exists more competition for patients among hospitals in
Jerusalem than elsewhere. However, Jerusalem has its own planning approach to
channeling patients among hospitals.

The emergency room rotation system designates which Jerusalem hospital is "on
duty" for a given specialty on each day of the week. In Israel, emergency rooms
serve as the admitting oiffce for both true emergencies requiring hospitalization
and for patients referred for admission by communitybased physicians. Only
admissions referred by physicians in the hospital's outpatient clinic are considered
"electives" and processed by a separate admitting ofifce. In internal medicine and
pediatrics, over 6096 of admissions to Jerusalem hospitals are processed via the
emergency rooms and hence governed by the rotation plan. The percentages are
lower in the surgical specialties, obstetrics and gynecology. Note that, as in the
case of the regionalization arrangement, patients, physicians and hospitals are in
creasingly ifnding ways to circumvent the rotation system (Chinitz and Rosen,
1992).

Jerusalem hospitals operate a semiprivate medical service, known by its acronym,
Sharap. In return for a fee, the Sharap patient is permitted to choose the physician
who will care for him in the hospital. Clearly, Sharap patients also have the ability
to choose among hospitals.

Notes: Section 2

1. Organizational interests may also be operating here. Government agencies are
not known to seek out opportunities to become smaller.

2. Recently, government hospitals have shown a preference for Maccabi and
Meuhedet patients (for which they receive per diem payments) over Clalit pa
tients (which are covered by the lump sum agreement). (Chinitz and Rosen,
1991)
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SECTION 3: THE IMPACT OF THE FOUR OPTIONS FOR
PATIENT CHANNELING ON VARIOUS
OUTCOME DIMENSIONS

This section analyzes the likely impact of each of the four options for channeling
patients to hospitals on the key dimensions of health system performance usually
considered in health policy analyses:

A. Quality of care

B. Consumer satisfaction/freedom of choice

C. Equity

D. Cost

E. Eiffciency

F. Feasibility

Most health care systems in industrialized countries employ a mix of two or more
of the four options. For conceptual clarity, the analysis in this section is presented
in terms of the four pure types. (See Table 2 at the end of this section for a
summary.) Modiifcations of the pure types and the formation of hybrids are
presented in Sections 4 and 5.

In describing and analyzing any real hospital market, a large number of structural
and ifnancial parameters must be taken into consideration including "who chooses",
how the hospitals are reimbursed, how many hospitals there are in the market,
who owns the hospitals, whether patients are fully insured, and many others. The
impact of any one of the structural parameters (such as "who chooses") on such
outcomes as cost, quality and equity will depend on the other structural parame
ters which vary from one health system to another. Since there are too many
possible permutations to consider them all, the analysis in this section relates
primarily to two contexts: the typical American hospital market and the typical
Israeli hospital market (as it is currently conifgured). Section 5 considers a third
context  Israeli hospital markets as envisioned by the State Commission of In
quiry.
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With regard to any one of these three contexts it is possible to ask what would
happen under different options for the "who chooses" parameter, while holding
constant all the other parameters which deifne the market.

The principal characteristics of these three contexts are summarized in Table 1

A. Quality of Care
The extent to which patients, physicians, HMOs/insurers and government are given
a role in channeling patients to hospitals can inlfuence at least three dimensions of
health care quality: the proifciency with which any particular procedure or treat
ment is carried out, continuity of care between episodes of hospitalizations, and
hospitalcommunity links.

1. Proifciency with particular procedures
In order to develop and maintain proifciency in a particular procedure, individual
practitioners and care teams need to care for a steady lfow of patients requiring
such care. Studies have shown, for example, that hospitals with higher volumes of
diagnostic procedures tend to have higher success rates than hospitals which Per
form such procedures infrequently (Flood et. al., 1984). This is often cited as an
argument against unregulated competition and in favor of regional planning of
health services. It is argued that if all hospitals were allowed to enter and compete
in the market for each new, lowvolume treatment, the technological imperative
would drive all of them to acquire every new technology. Some of the hospitals
would continue to provide the service even though they did not have the volume
needed to develop and maintain skill levels.

The validity of this argument depends on whether those choosing between hospi
tals (be they patients, communitybased physicians, or insurers) can identify hospi
tals which lack sufifcient experience in speciifc procedures. If the decisionmaker
can identify such hospitals, then patients can be channeled away from them. 1/

this is the case, it might be preferable to allow hospitals to compete even m 1ow

volume markets rather than regionalize services.

For most services, the market is sufifciently large for more than one hospital to
create enough volume to maintain skill level. For such services, it is tempting to
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Table 1: Overview of Hospital Markets Considered in this Paper

Israel Israel
Under as per Typical
Regional Commission United
ization of Inquiry States

Copayments None None Some

HospitalMD
Relationship Salaried Salaried Aiffliated
Hospital
Autonomy Limited Moderate Extensive
Main Role of Owns Sc Regulates
Government Operates ef Owns Regulates

Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals

Prevalence High High Moderate
of HMOS and Stable and Stable and Growing

Freedom of
HMO Choice Moderate High High

Hospital
Reimbursement PerDiem Negotiated Fee for

or Global Service or
Budgets DRGS

Can Patients
Choose Usually Usually Usually
Hospital MD? Not Not Yes

argue that, if the buyer is concerned about quality and able to judge it, then
competition would put pressure on all hospitals to improve the quality of care.
Perhaps in such cases, competition could promote, rather than endanger, quality.

There are two problems with this line of reasoning. First, there may be no poten
tial buyers both capable of judging quality and willing to pay for it. Patients are
rarely in a position to evaluate the quality of hospital care. Even most primary
care physicians have little information about the track record of particular hospi
tals in particular areas, although here the informal medical information network
may adequately identify the best and worst providers. Communitybased special.
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ists may have somewhat stronger informal networks in their areas of expertise, but
their data is unlikely to be systematic. The insurers may have large enough data
bases to evaluate quality, but their incentive to do so is not particularly strong 
particularly if the better option is the more expensive one. In selling itself to the
public, an HMO may be able to attract patients by pointing out that it hospitalizes
its members primarily in the most prestigious hospitals. But the public will not
be able to judge an HMOJs claim that it chooses the most appropriate presti
gious hospital for each particular treatment.1

On the other hand, patients and/or their communitybased physicians may know
more about hospital quality than is usually believed. A multivariate analysis of
1983 admissions to hospitals in three geographic areas in California found that
quality played an important role in hospital choice (Luft, et. al., 1990). Hospitals
with poorer than expected outcomes (based on severityadjusted mortality and
complication rates) attracted signiifcantly fewer admissions for ifve of seven surgi
cal procedures and two of ifve medical diagnoses. Interpretation of the ifndings is
complicated by the fact that it is not clear whether patients or physicians played
the dominant role in hospital choice.

The second problem with the notion that competition will lead to higher quality is
the assumption that hospitals could improve quality of care if pushed to do so. In
some countries, it may be that hospitals are already doing all they can to improve
quality, simply due to their commitment to the public mission of caring for the
sick or due to the need to meet regulatory requirements and pass inspections.
Further improvements might require major investments of funds and organization
al energy. It might not be possible to mobilize these funds and energies even in the
face of the threat that patients would be channeled to other hospitals. In the
speciifc case of Israel, however, hospitals are just beginning to institute serious
quality control programs. Therefore, a great deal can probably be done to improve
quality even without major investments.

At present, we simply do not know whether the best way to maximize the eiffcacy
of particular procedures is by regionalization schemes or by allowing patients, phy
sicians and/or HMOs to select among competing hospitals. The answer probably
depends on how new the procedure is, how many physicians have the necessary
expertise, how large the market is, and the extent of publicly available data on
procedure success rates. This is clearly a priority area for empirical research.
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2. Continuity between episodes of hospitalization

It has been argued that regionalization of hospital services promotes continuity
between episodes of care. Ensuring that any given patient is cared for over time at
the same hospital for all of his inpatient needs (or at least those connected with a
particular illness), increases the likelihood that his medical records will be complete
and that the patient will be treated by physicians familiar with him as a person
and with his illness.

There are several problems with this argument. First, even when a patient is
readmitted to the hospital which previously cared for him, he will often be treated
by a new physician, and may even be hospitalized in a different ward. Second, in
the 1990s the technical problems involved in transferring copies of medical records
from one hospital to another are minimal. Third, by locking the patient into one
hospital, regionalization limits his opportunities to get a second or third opinion.
Fourth, regionalization may not be the only way to ensure continuity; patients
may also recognize the value of returning to the same hospital and given this due
weight when choosing between hospitals. Finally, while regionalization promotes
continuity, not all "planning" approaches do so. For example, the emergency room
rotation system in Jerusalem may prevent a patient from going back to a hospital
which previously treated him for the same condition. (Applebaum, 1989)

In the end, it may be that in many situations regionalization does result in greater
continuity than the various competitive options and rotation systems. However, it
would be a mistake to assume that this is always the case or that under regionali
zation continuity is improved to such an extent that major health beneifts ensue.

3. Hospitalcommunity links

One of the major problems in the Israeli health care system is inadequate coopera
tion and communication between the hospitals and communitybased providers
(State Commission of Inquiry  Minority Report, 1990). The hospitals tend to
focus on the treatment of very ill individuals, and only rarely concern themselves
with the broader health needs of the communities they serve. The lack of com
munication between hospital and community service providers is in part due to a
large status gap between the largely Israelitrained, hospitalbased physicians and
the predominantly foreigntrained, communitybased physicians (Shuval, 1983).
Family practice residency programs introduced during the 1980s reduced this gap
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somewhat, but hospital aiffliations still carry more prestige than do positions in
primary care.

Regionalization, by linking a hospital with a geographicallydeifned population,
should increase the likelihood that hospital based providers will take a more holis
tic view of the health needs of the communities they serve. Working relationships
between hospitalbased providers and communitybased providers might also be
given a push by such linkages.

The counterargument is that, under regionalization, hospitals can take their client
base for granted; the local population is to some extent captive. Hospitals would
have to be much more responsive to communitybased providers if it were left to
the sick funds to channel patients to hospitals. The pressures would be even
greater if the primary care physician or the communitybased specialist was en
trusted with the hospital choice decision.

In several years, research on the Israeli experience may be able to provide evidence
to support one or another of these conlficting claims by examining whether hospi
tals were more responsive to community needs during the regionalization period of
the 1980s or during the more competitive era emerging in the 1990s. We may well
ifnd that competition results in hospitalbased physicians catering to the individual
primary care physicians and other communitybased providers. Nonetheless, hos
pital physicians may not develop a wellness orientation or a community health/
public health perspective  unless sick funds and patients begin demanding it.

B. Consumer Satisfaction/Freedom of Choice
While Israeli policymakers and health care professionals generally consider the
quality of care in Israeli hospitals to be excellent in a strictly clinical sense, there
are many complaints about the service dimension of patient care. In many hospi
tals and departments, there is no single physician responsible for coordinating tie
patient's care and communicating with the patient. Disruptive strikes are frequent
and there are often long queues for elective procedures (Rosen, 1989). In some areas
there is a shortage of nurses and aides, and patients' families often have to play a.

major role in feeding the patient and ensuring his physical comfort. Physicians and
other health care workers are often impolite and insensitive to patient dignity
(Weiss, 1989).
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The regionalization system may have contributed to this state of affairs, as physi
cians and hospitals could assume that the lfow of patients and revenue would
remain no matter how the patient was treated. Entrusting the choice of hospital
to the patient would probably lead to a major improvement in these areas. Some
improvement might also ensue (albeit, much less directly) if the decision were to be
entrusted to the communitybased physician or the HMO, both of which would
push for improved service so as not to lose patients to competing physicians or
HMOs.

In this regard it is interesting to note that, in Sweden until recently, distance
constituted a major barrier to hospital competition and patients were expected to
use the hospital near their residence. The feeling that hospitals were not respon
sive to patient wants led to proposals to introduce greater competition among
public hospitals (Saltman and Van Otter, 1987). An experiment is now underway in
Stockholm in which patients can choose between maternity departments (Ham,
1989).

Any given hospital is most likely to respond to consumer wants if other hospitals
are behaving in a consumeroriented fashion. In oligopoly situations, a tacit under
standing not to emphasize consumer amenities can develop among the few com
petitors. Such a situation is most likely to prevail when barriers to entry exist;
otherwise new competitors will emerge who do provide consumers with what they
want. If a government license is required in order to open a hospital, and if
government is unwilling to grant licenses to new competitors, a barrier to entry
exists. Due to the special nature of the hospital market, such licensure require
ments and constraints on the growth of the bed supply are usually good ideas;
nonetheless, it is important to recognize their potential drawbacks.

In Israel and abroad, competitioninduced improvements in service would probably
increase patient satisfaction. Letting patients decide where to be hospitalized also
increases satisfaction for some patients in a more fundamental way  many people
derive satisfaction from being able to make decisions about events which will effect
their lives (Chilress, 1982), although, of course, others do not (Kaufman, 1973). The
opportunity for autonomyderived satisfaction is lost when HMOs, physicians, or
government make decisions on behalf of the patient.

Even if allowed to choose a hospital, patients in Israel would have less choice than
their counterparts in North America  they would still not be able to decide
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which physicians will care for them in the hospital. In Israel and in many Europe
an countries, physicians are assigned to patients once they are in the hospital,
while in North America patients can generally choose their hospital physician. In
North America, choice of hospital is often driven by information on where notable
physicians have admitting privileges. This factor would be unlikely to operate in

Israel, even if patients are allowed to choose their hospital.

C. Equity
Equity considerations play an important role in Israeli policymaking and this is

especially true in such sensitive areas as health care (Herzog, 1987; Fuchs, 1984;
Brown, 1978). In considering the issue of who should decide where patients are
hospitalized, policymakers should take into account at least three aspects of the
equity issue: access for lower socioeconomic groups, centerperiphery concerns, and
equity among providers.

In many countries, greater competition among hospitals could mean that access to
care for lowincome groups would deteriorate (Altman, et. al., 1989). This is because
the likelihood of having no health care insurance or inadequate health care in
surance is greatest among lowerincome groups and without insurance the likeli
hood is that the hospital bill would not be paid in full. If hospitals can inlfuence
the type and number of patients who come to them, they will selectively market to
the better insured populations. On the other hand, if hospitals are required to care
for all patients in a deifned geographic area, their capacity to market and admit
selectively is limited.

This issue does not currently pose a problem in Israel. Ninetysix percent of
residents are insured in one of the four sick funds, and all four funds provide
almost full coverage for inpatient care (Cohen and Barnea, 1991; Barnea, 1989). As
the uninsured and the underinsured are few in number in Israel, hospitals have
never felt pressure to develop strategies to avoid them.

At present, hospitals in Israel face a ifnancial disincentive to treat severely ill
patients, as their treatment is costly and reimbursement is not tied to case mix. To
date, attempts to avoid such patients have not become the norm, in part because
the ifnancial disincentive is offset by the professional incentive to deal with in
teresting cases. In addition, most hospitals are currently part of large hospital
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networks whose primary objectives are not proiftmaximization and in which cost
overruns are tolerated.

Nonetheless, in the future, the more general issue of selective marketing by hospi
tals and other providers may become more serious than at present. Hospitals are
becoming ifscally autonomous and as a result will become increasingly conscious of
the bottom line. In addition, commercial and supplemental insurance programs are
proliferating, and currently approximately 5925 of Israelis have commercial in
surance plans for services other than dental care. Purchasers of these packages are
concentrated among the upper socioeconomic classes (Cohen and Barnea, 1991).

Many of these packages promise hospitals and physicians a feeforservice pay
ment which is often more lucrative than the salary and perdiem payments provid
ed by the basic (sick fund) packages. They offer coverage for deluxe treatment (e.g.,
shorter waits, choice of surgeon, etc.) in private hospitals or in public hospital
SHARAP (private medical services) programs. Over time, if a signiifcant number
of Israelis purchase supplemental packages, an equity problem may emerge in
which hospitals will seek to attract the wellinsured and neglect those carrying
only standard insurance policies. In such an eventuality, regionalization could play
an important role in limiting access problems, particularly if the regional boun
daries are drawn so that there is only one hospital per region.

For the present, the primary threat to access raised by the prospect of eliminating
regionalization is that persons living in the periphery will be hurt. The country's
northern district is characterized by a higherthanaverage concentration of Arabs
and lowincome wage earners, which the southern district is characterized by a
concentration of Sepharadic Jews (Jews whose country of origin lies in Asia or
Africa) and a higherthanaverage unemployment rate (Central Bureau of Statis
tics, 1983 and 1991). Both outlying districts have poor industrial bases, and hospi
tals which are generally believed to be weaker than those in the central areas.
Hospitals with poor reputations are likely to suffer from reduced patient volume if
patients become free to choose where they receive hospital care. Lower volumes
would translate into reduced hospital revenue and quality at these outlying institu
tions might deteriorate further. However, under the current conditions of massive
immigration from the Soviet Union, it is unlikely that volume will drop substan
tially in any Israeli hospitals.

People in the outlying areas might desire the individual freedom to choose where to
get hospital care. However, they are unlikely to be happy with the deterioration
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and possible closure of their community hospital the probable outcome of a
policy which permits all residents to exercise such choice. This would hurt tie
community in two ways  health care services would be less readily available and
employment opportunities in the health care sector would be reduced. As employ
ment opportunities and the availability of health services decline, fewer persons
will be willing to live in these peripheral areas.

A crucial question which arises is whether elimination of regionalization would
indeed lead to a major loss of volume in peripheral hospitals. In part, this might
depend on whether HMOs, physicians or patients are entrusted with the hospital
choice decision. The centrallylocated and universityafifliated hospitals are likely
to be more expensive than the peripheral hospitals. This cost differential would
not be a consideration for patients, who are insulated from cost by their insurance.
However, for the insurers cost considerations are likely to be paramount. They can
therefore be expected to think twice before sending patients from the periphery,
relatively large distances, to Tel Hashomer and Hadassah.

Even if decisionmaking authority resides with the patient, a mass exodus ffom
peripheral hospitals may be unlikely. Patients tend to be very conservative in
switching health care providers (Berki and Ashcraft, 1980; Niepp and Zeckhauser,
1985) and proximity to home has been shown to be a major factor inlfuencing
choice of hospital in the United States, especially for certain procedures (Garnick
et. al., 1989).

Consumer choice can reduce interregional equity even if it does not lead to depop
ulation of peripheral hospitals. In theory, residents of all areas would be able to
choose whichever hospital they wished. In practice, however, *'he ranSe of con
venient options would be much greater for urban, centrallylocated citizens who
have a number of hospitals nearby. Meanwhile, residents of the periphery would
have to travel substantial distances to reach an alternative to their local hospital.

It is possible to address the regional equity problem even in a competitive system
 government could give direct subsidies to the peripheral hospitals so that they
could improve services and compete with the centrally located hospitals. We must
keep in mind that there are several options with regard to government involvement
including, central planning (regionalization), competition with no government in
volvement whatsoever, and competition with government subsidies and/or regula
tion.
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There is also the issue of provider equity to be considered. Competition might be a
good and fair thing when all the competing hospitals start out on an equal footing.
But such a "level playing ifeld" does not exist in the Israeli health system. The
centrallylocated hospitals have a tremendous advantage by virtue of decades of
capital investment and additional resources. Perhaps, the fear that peripheral hos
pitals would be forced to close would put pressure on policymakers to channel a
greater share of total resources to the periphery. But then again, perhaps this
would not happen, or not happen fast enough. Peripheral hospitals might be forced
to close not because they failed to play the game well, but because they began the
game with severe handicaps.

The potential for unfair competition among providers may be particularly great in
Israel, where the distinction among government, insurers and providers is not clear
cut. In Israel, approximately half of the acute care beds are operated by the
government. In the United States and most European countries, if the government
receives the mandate to decide where patients should be hospitalized, it can be
expected to be generally objective in its decisionmaking as government is not a
major owner of hospital beds. In Israel, there will always be a suspicion that the
government will favor its own hospitals.

Another third of the beds in Israel are operated by KHC. In countries where the
major insurers own few hospital beds, the insurers' choice of hospital will depend
on two factors: the quality of care and the price. In its decisionmaking, KHC
might well consider additional factors, such as the impact of sending patients to
nonKHC hospitals on the future of its own hospitals and employment opportuni
ties there. The decision could be driven by political considerations, rather than the
objective of providing the best possible service to members subject to a budget
constraint. There is talk within KHC of giving each of the 12 KHC regions greater
autonomy, including the right to choose among competing hospitals without regard
to which are owned by KHC. It remains unclear whether, and when, such autono
my will be granted to the regions.

D. Cost

Consumer choice is believed to increase health care costs because it generates qual
ity competition rather than pirce competition. Full insurance insulates consumers
from price considerations. Consumers tend to choose those hospitals which offer
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better physical facilities and other amenities (aspects of quality) that they value
and are able to judge. In addition, consumers will seek out hospitals with large and
prestigious medical staffs and state of the art equipment, using these "signals" as
proxies for aspects of quality (such as the likelihood of cure) which patients are
incapable of judging directly (Robinson, 1988). In order to attract patients, hospi
tals will invest in amenities and quality "signals".

The conceptual literature from the U.S. also argues that physician choice pushes up
hospital costs (Farley, 1985). In the U.S., most community physicians also maintain
hospital afifliations. Hospitals try to persuade physicians to afifliate with them so
that the physicians will channel patients to the hospital. Hospitals compete for
physicians by investing in specialized services which physicians value, increasing
the number of support staff, and ensuring that empty beds are almost always
available. All of these activities drive up costs. This risk is attenuated in the
Israeli context, in which communitybased physicians are largely excluded from the
hospital. However, here too, physicians have no incentive to be costconscious in
selecting hospitals. (Indeed, this is the case in most of the world today. Only
recently have experiments been undertaken in the U.S. and the U.K. in which
physicians have been asked to bear part of the financial risk for services which
they do not provide themselves. As this approach entails an intermingling of the
physician role and the HMO/insurer role, we shall defer consideration of it to the
discussion of hybrids in Section 4.)

Economic theory suggests that HMOs (and other managed care organizations) are
likely to be costconscious. This is because if an HMO incurs higher hospital
expenditures than competing HMOs, it would be forced to charge higher insurance
premiums than its competitor and would risk losing members. While consumers
are insulated from hospital prices by insurance, they are priceconscious when
choosing among insurers (Mechanic, Ettel and Davis, 1990). If an HMO is to attract
patients it must keep costs down so that it can either keep prices low or expand
the beneifts package.

HMOs are also in a better position than the individual consumer to act on this
desire to hold costs down. Due to economies of scale, HMOs can afford to invest
time and energy comparing prices among hospitals. In addition, as a result of
normal business operations the HMOs generate data sets on hospital care which
can be used for planning and managerial decisionmaking. They can also use their
market power (which is far greater than the market power of individual patients)
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to insist on discounts and bulk purchase agreements. Thus, if the hospital choice
decision rests with the HMO, the HMOs can and will push for lower expenditures
in competitive environments (Dranove, et. al., 1986).

Thus, the conceptual literature suggests that in the case of both patient and
physician choice, competition leads to "increased costs", but that this may not hold
true in the case of HMO/insurer choice. In the remainder of this section, the
empirical evidence from the U.S. will be critically reviewed, with special attention
to its relevance to the Israeli situation.

The empirical literature on the impact of hospital competition supports a distinc
tion between patient/physician decisionmaking and HMO/insurer decisionmaking.
The literature, which is based to date predominantly on the American experience,
focuses almost entirely on the ifnancial implications of competition (to the exclu
sion of competition's effect on equity, quality and patient satisfaction). In analyz
ing this literature, two historical periods need to be distinguished.

The early empirical literature (up to the mid 1980s) analyzed situations in which
decisions about whether and where to hospitalize a patient were made primarily by
patients and their physicians. A number of studies (Robinson and Luft, 1985;

Noether, 1988; Joskow, 1980; Farley, 1985) consistently found that geographic areas
with a high ratio of hospitals to population were characterized by a higher rate of
use of health services and higher per capita health care costs. In these studies,
areas with high hospital/population ratios are viewed as having greater hospital
competition than areas with low ratios. Thus, greater competition has been linked
to higher costs.

In the latter half of the 1980s, HMOs and other insurers in the United States began
to play a greater role in hospitalization and hospital choice decisions. In addition,
the states of Arizona and California began to experiment with selective contract
ing for Medicaid populations. In selective contracting systems, states solicit com
peting bids from potential providers and decide, on the basis of such factors as cost,
quality and ifnancial stability, to which providers patients will be channeled.2

Two studies from 1988 (Zwaniger and Melnick; Robinson and Luft) indicate that
health care costs increased most rapidly in areas served by only one hospital _
areas in which there could be no price competition among hospitals. They also
found that the rate of cost increase for the state as a whole was lower than for
other states and in previous periods in California (i.e., an environment in which
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consumer/physician choice prevailed)3. Both studies relate to hospital cost per
patient and, accordingly, it is not clear whether the ifnding is due to differences in
hospitalizations per patient or differences in cost per hospitalization. Note that, as
in the case of the earlier studies, these studies do not include ifndings on the
relationship between competition and quality.

The dominant arrangement in Israel  regionalization  created (until recently)
local monopoly situations and hence had a clear analogue in the American
studies4. These American studies indicate that there can be important differences
between the various alternatives to the monopoly/regionalization approach. The
ifndings suggest that one should be wary of grouping all competitive approaches
together and labelling them as "costincreasing". (See the appendix for a fuller
discussion of the relevance of the American literature to the Israeli situation, and
differences in the meaning of the term "greater competition" in the two countries.)

Note, however, that the California studies do not sufifce to prove that HMO choice
is costreducing. The California studies dealt with the state's Medicaid population,
a group which did not have recourse to competing insurers. This may have been a
crucial factor enabling the state to engage in selective contracting and close off

highcost hospitals to consumers. In situations more typical of HMO competition,
including those which prevail in Israel since the demise of the regionalization
agreement, HMOs might be afraid to limit patient choice of hospitals out of fear
that patients will switch to a competing HMO. Indeed, several studies of hospital
HMO relationships carried out in the early 1980s (Kralewski, et. al, 1983; Morrisey,
et. al. 1983) suggested that HMOs did not concentrate patients at lowprice
hospitals5. On the other hand, a more recent econometric study of six HMOs in
four market areas (Feldman, 1990) suggested that by 1986 staff and network model
HMOs had begun to shop for hospital services on the basis of price. Note, however,
that caution is needed in generalizing the ifndings of this latter study due to the
small sample size involved.

In the U.S., high HMO market penetration rates have been associated with low
hospital use rates  not only for HMO members, but for others in the local hospital
market, as well. This suggests that HMO choice could lead to lower hospital expen
ditures by generating greater competition among hospitals (Enthoven, 1980). How
ever, in a review of the evidence from Hawaii, Rochester, and Minneapolis/St.Paul
Luft, et. al. (1986) point out that, in each of the three areas, the reduction in
hospital use is probably due to factors other than the proliferation of HMOs.
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There are also limitations to the early American empirical studies which implied
that competition is costenhancing. Those studies are not clear on the question of
who was actually making the decision in the early period  the physician or the
patient.6 There are good theoretical reasons to think that both consumer and phy
sician choice would be cost increasing (at least in the U.S.), but the line of reasoning
and the possible policy remedies are somewhat different for the two cases.

Despite their limitations, the American studies do have relevance to Israel. Re
gionalization created a series of local monopolies. The American literature suggests
that whether one should act to eliminate monopolies depends  from a cost point
of view  on what the alternative is. Competition based on consumer choice
appears to increase expenditures whereas competition based on HMO/insurer
choice appears to decrease expenditures.

Note, however, that in Israel the link between product markets and labor markets
needs to be given more attention than it has received in the American literature.
In Israel, all of the major hospitals negotiate as a group with the health care
employee unions and this has probably served to keep wage levels low7. Even under
the current arrangement, the government has accused KHC of offering better
terms to KHC hospital physicians than the government offers its hospital physi
cians. Increased competition among hospitals would make it even more dififcult to
keep the various hospitals from breaking ranks. Competition in the product mark
et could spill over into competition in the labor market and drive up wage rates;
this would increase unit costs and total health care expenditures. (Note that this
would not necessarily be a bad thing from a public policy viewpoint; the health
care market may currently be an ineiffcient one if health care workers' salaries
(particularly those of physicians) are being kept artiifcially low).

Note, also, that even if competition is costreducing under conditions of
HMO/insurer choice in the U.S., one must be careful about extrapolating to the
Israeli situation. In the U.S., health care expenditures account for J.2% of GNP,
while in Israel the comparable ifgure is only 896. In comparison with the U.S., in
Israel there may be greater room for growth in health expenditures and popular
pressure for quality enhancement may dominate over pressure for cost reduction.
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E. Eiffciency

In health care, an increase in the intensity of competition is believed to lead to
increased costs (i.e. expenditures) because in the absence of price competition,
quality competition prevails. Clearly, quality competition leads to greater health
expenditure. What is less obvious is whether, and why, quality competition leads to
less eiffciency.

One of the primary selling points of competitive markets in general is that they
create pressures to reduce unit production costs (e.g., cost per operation or cost per
visit). Interestingly, "cost minimization", in this sense, takes place whether price
competition or quality competition prevails. In theory, to maximize the level (or
amount) of quality it produces, every hospital will strive to reduce the cost of
producing a unit of qualityadjusted output (Noether, 1988; Culyer and Posnett,
1990). Monopolists, who need not engage in quality competition in order to survive,
can afford to be more lax in their production techniques  particularly if proift
levels are at satisfactory levels. Thus, even in health care, competition will promote
what economists refer to as "technical eiffciency"8. Accordingly, one needs to ask
 Is quality competition really a cause for concern?

The theoretical literature identiifes two interrelated problems with quality com
petition. The ifrst is that too much quality may be produced  while greater
quality has some marginal beneift to the individual and society, the cost may be
greater than the marginal beneift. The consumer insists on this additional quality,
as he is insulated from its marginal cost by insurance. However, society as a
whole must absorb the cost. Resources are invested in enhancing the quality of
health care which could be used more beneifcially elsewhere. Economists refer to
this problem as "allocative ineiffciency".

The second problem is that hospitals are driven to produce something that looks
like "quality" but isn't really the quality that the consumers ultimately beneift
from. In a competitive environment, hospitals must respond to consumer demand,
not consumer need. Consumers are unable to evaluate such aspects of quality as
the proifciency of the surgeon and promptness of the medical records departments.
They must rely instead on imperfect proxies  or "signals"  such as staff size and
the existence of hightech equipment. In order to attract patients, hospitals must
invest in the acquisition of such signals, even if the hospitals recognize that these
may not be the best means to provide the quality which consumers ultimately
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seek. Thus, in health care, competition over quality can lead to ineiffciency by
producing too much quality or by producing "pseudoquality".

In addition, because of the nature of the health care market, an increase in the
number of providers can lead to increased costs by driving up the volume of
services provided (i.e., too many admissions, surgical procedures, etc.). The basis for
this concern is not that quality competition has replaced price competition, but
rather the agency problem  patient decisionmaking has been replaced by physi
cian decisionmaking and the objectives of the physicians are not always concurrent
with those of their patients. The full argument goes as follows:

Patients are unable to assess their need for care, and hence defer to the judgement
of providers  most notably communitybased and hospitalbased physicians. Phy
sicians working in a feeforservice environment have a financial incentive to
prescribe and carry out additional treatments, even when their contribution to the
patient's health is uncertain. The hospitals employing physicians, similarly, have a
ifnancial interest in increasing volume and hence may pressure physicians to admit
and operate more. The more hospitals there are for any given population, the more
hospitals will need to treat such additional patients in order to keep full and meet
revenue targets. Hence, even when insurance insulates patients from price con
siderations, greater competition can lead to higher per capita expenditures (though
the effect is likely to be greater under conditions of insurance).

The empirical literature is consistent with the various theoretical arguments link
ing competition with higher costs. Studies carried out in patient/physician choice
settings found that more competitive markets were associated with higher cost per
day, higher cost per case (Held and Pauly, 1983), longer length of stay (Robinson
and Luft, 1988b and 1988c), more admissions per patient, more duplication of spe
cialized services (Luft et.al., 1986), and higher quality in the sense of bed availabil
ity (Joskow, 1980).

However, the ifndings do not refute the contention that health care competition
promotes technical eiffciency (i.e., minimization of cost per unit output). The ifnd
ings of higher cost per day and higher cost per admission may be due to the fact
that in the competitive environment quality was higher. None of the studies claim
to have effectively controlled for quality differences.

At this point, several comments on the implications of these ifndings for Israel are
in order. First, in the American literature, these empirical studies are interpreted
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as demonstrating that hospitals in competitive environments provide too many
services and invest too much in quality (Noether, 1988). However, the studies
themselves showed only that quality and volume are higher in more competitive
environments than in monopolistic situations. Production levels and quality levels
were not compared to any agreedupon social optima. Perhaps the interpretation
should be that the monopoly environments were producing "too little" volume and
quality, not that the competitive environments produced "too much". It is true that
the notion that more might be better is not very plausible in the American en
vironment, in which overutilization of health services is a wellestablished
phenomenon (at least for the insured population). However, in Israel, hospital use
rates and procedure rates are much lower and surgical queues are a major public
policy problem. Perhaps if greater competition led to higher throughput the addi
tional beneift would justify the additional cost.

Finally, competition could inlfuence costs in yet another way which may have
particular relevance for Israel. Under competition, there could be substantial year
toyear swings in volume, leading to much idle/wasted capacity. This problem is
greatest if there are a small number of decisionmakers, since any one decisionmak
er  via a single contract signing  can shift a large share of the market from one
hospital to another. Such a situation would prevail in Israel if HMOs were em
powered to choose among hospitals, as Israel has only four HMOs and the largest
HMO has approximately threequarters of the market. In some areas of the coun
try, the dominant HMO comes close to constituting a monopolist (in the HMO
market) and a monopsonist (in the hospital market).

In contrast, in the U.S., HMOs account for less than iftVoof the employmentbased
health insurance market (Gabel, DiCarlo, Sullivan and Rice, 1990). In most hospital
market areas there are several competing HMOs and it is rare for any one HMO to
dominate the market to the extent that KHC dominates most Israeli markets. This
means that, if the hospital choice decision is entrusted to the insurers in Israel,
KHC (as a buyer) will have much more power in the hospital market than do most
HMOs in the United States. On the one hand, this might be beneifcial, as the HMO
could pressure individual hospitals to eliminate unnecessary costs. On the other
hand, it could result in an extremely unstable market, as the decisions of a single
actor could bring about huge yeartoyear swings in volume for particular hospi
tals. Such major swings are far less likely if patients or their physicians choose
among hospitals, where market forces and the law of large numbers would apply.
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F. Feasibility

While considerations of cost, quality, consumer satisfaction and equity do inlfuence
policy decisions, political considerations also play a role. Accordingly, it is critical
to understand which of the major players stands to lose (or beneift) from each of
the policy options. In addition, it is important to consider whether government has
at its disposal the administrative means and policy levers needed to implement the
various policy options.

As long as the Ministry of Health remains an owner and operator of government
hospitals, it has much to fear from the option of having insurers channel patients
among hospitals. In particular, it is concerned that KHC would tend to favor its
own hospitals and would use its vast market power to drive down prices (and

י thereby decrease the revenues of the government hospitals). KHC, conversely, has
much to gain from a policy decision that HMOs would be allowed to channel
patients to hospitals. While consumers might favor patient choice, they are not
organized as a lobbying group on this issue. The physicians do have a union, the
Israel Medical Association, which could speak out for physician choice. They might
be expected to do so in order to increase the power of physicians in the health care
system. However, to date, the Israel Medical Association has not made this one of
its central issues. Interestingly, the Association of Government Physicians (1991)

has come out strongly against HMO/insurer choice and in favor of patient choice
)within each of 56 regions).

Even if a policy is adopted, it is not clear that it is implementable, especially in
textbook form. Consider, for example, a policy decision to let patients decide where
to get hospital care. What is to prevent some, if not most, patients from delegating
that decision to their physicians? Similarly  as recent experience in Holland
suggests  a policy decision to have sick funds contract selectively with hospitals
and other providers can run into implementation barriers if the sick funds lack the
experience or business skills needed to negotiate effectively with the hospitals
)Ham, 1989). If hospital choice is formally entrusted to communitybased physi
cians, what is to prevent the HMO from putting pressure on the physicians it
employs to refer to (or avoid) particular hospitals?

Most signiifcantly, the question arises as to whether patients will acquiesce in an
arrangement which empowers HMOs/insurers to decide where they will be hospi
talized. In thinking about this, it is important to bear in mind how hospital choice
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decisions 1were made previously. The impact of a policy option depends in part on
how it differs from the status quo. Both the U.S. and Israel may move towards
entrusting the hospital choice decision to the HMOs/insurers, but the starting
points are vastly different. In the U.S., the decision has traditionally been under
the control of the patient and his primary care physician. Thus, transferring the
decision to the insurer is likely to reduce patient autonomy and lower costs. In
Israel, where patients have been channeled to hospitals largely by a regionalization
plan, entrusting the hospital choice decision to insurers will have relatively little
impact on patient autonomy, and may well increase competition. The impact on
health care costs is also uncertain.

The government has several policy levers which it can use to inlfuence who should
choose where patients are hospitalized. None of the mechanisms would give
government complete control over how things will play out in practice, but each is

a powerful instrument whose impact would be substantial.

If government decides to continue some sort of regionalization arrangement, one
potential policy lever is the negotiation of voluntary, but legallybinding, agree
ments between the government and the sick funds. In these contracts, the sick
funds would commit themselves to hospitalizing patients at government
determined regional hospitals, presumably in return for some quid pro quo.
Government would have to consider whether it would be suiffcient to negotiate
such agreements just with Kupat Holim Clalit (as was the case in the past) or
whether parallel agreements need to be drawn up with all of Israel's sick funds,
commercial insurers and hospitals. Involving additional actors might be particu
larly important if the system continues to move in the direction of greater auton
omy for the various hospitals and greater competition among the sick funds.

Another mechanism for advancing the regionalization approach would be the pas
sage of a law requiring adherence to a regionalization plan. In comparison with the
negotiation approach, the legislative approach would probably take longer, and in
volve less accommodation of the demands of the nongovernmental actors. How
ever, it is not clear whether a voluntary or a mandated system is more likely to
result in fuller adherence.

If government decides to abandon the regionalization approach and leave things to
the market, it can still inlfuence who will choose, to some extent. As described
further in Section 5, the Commission of Inquiry (majority report) has called for a
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national health insurance law. The law would, among other things, stipulate the
criteria for certiifcation of sick funds (a certiifcation which is a prerequisite for
funding from the major source of health care ifnancing). Government could include
among the criteria that the sick funds leave choice of hospital either (a) to the
patient, or (b) to the patient and physician.

If no such criterion is included, then the sick funds would be free to decide how to
channel patients to hospitals or, alternatively, to leave the decision to the patients
and/or the physicians. Inclusion of the criterion (a) or (b) would rule out certain
types of HMOhospital channeling deals and the existence of such deals could be
monitored fairly easily by the government. What is less clear is whether it is
possible to control whether it is patients or physicians who are making the
decisions.9 Surely, government cannot, and perhaps should not, seek to gather infor

י mation on the thousands of hospitalization decisions made each month. However,
if criterion (a)  which ensures that patients can choose their hospital  were to be
adopted and made public, patients would know that they do have the right to
decide where they will be hospitalized. Those interested in exercising that right
would pressure their physicians and HMOs to let them do so, with the option of
seeking support through the courts, or leaving their HMO as a last resort.

Given that government can exert influence on whether HMOs/insurers, physicians
or patients decide where people will be hospitalized, the question remains whether
government should exert such inlfuence. Perhaps it should leave the outcome to
market forces. Those patients who want to be able to choose their hospitals will
select HMOs/insurers which afford them such a choice. However, due to the oligop
olistic structure of the Israeli sick fund market, government intervention may be
needed to ensure that consumers have the necessary freedom of choice among sick
funds.

Section Summary
The implications of the various arguments presented in this section are summar
ized in Table 2. It indicates that assigning the hospital choice decision to patients
would lead to superior outcomes in terms of consumer satisfaction, but would be
problematic in terms of technical quality and cost containment. Physician choice
addresses quality issues, but (in the absence of special reimbursement mechanisms
which provide incentives for physicians to contain costs) leaves cost concerns unad
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dressed. HMO/insurer decisionmaking leads to excellent results in terms of
minimizing unit costs, but can pose risks to provider equity and continuity of care.
Finally, a planning approach deals well with the cost issues (particularly those
related to volume), but can lead to low levels of consumer satisfaction, poor
hospitalcommunity links and poor technical quality.

Table 2: Who Should Decide Where Patients are Hospitalized?
A Multidimensional Ranking of Alternatives

The Decisionmaker
Outcome
Dimensions Patient Physician Insurer Government

Quality
of Care:

Efifcacy of
Particular
Procedures Worst Medium Best Medium

Continuity
Across
Episodes Medium Medium Depends on Best (regz'n)

Contract Worst (rotation)
Duration

Links to
Community Medium Best Medium Worst

Consumer
Satisfaction: Best Medium Medium Worst

Equity:

Socioeconomic
Groups Worst Medium Medium Best

Equity:
Center
Periphery Worst Medium Best Medium

Provider
Equity Worst Medium Medium Best
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Table 2: Who Should Decide Where Patients are Hospitalized?
A Multidimensional Ranking of Alternatives (continued(  :■

The Decisionmaker
Outcome
Dimensions Patient Physician Insurer Government

Cost
Containment:

Volume Worst Worst Medium Best

Unit Cost Worst .. Worst Best Medium

Feasibility:

Political ■' ;

Obstacles Best Best Worst Worst

Operational
Problems Worst Best Medium Medium

Notes: Section 3

1. The seriousness of this imperfection is unclear. Perhaps it is "good enough" to
be sent to a hospital which is recognized to be excellent, overall, even if less is
known about particular departments and services.

2. Note that in such arrangements government is acting as a prudent buyer of
hospital services, not as a planner/regulator. As such, this situation is closer to
HMO/insurer choice than to regional assignment/government plan.

3. I am indebted to Dr. John Beck of the University of California, Los Angeles,
for noting that many California hospitals are no longer willing to contract for
Medicaid patients. This group proved too costly for the hospitals.

4. The emergency room hospitalization system in Jerusalem also leads to local
monopolies. For any given condition, there is only one hospital on duty at any
point in time. In Jerusalem, the monopoly situation is timespeciifc rather than
areaspeciifc.
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5. In addition, even when HMOs do succeed in negotiating discounts from hospi
tals, these discounts do not necessarily lead hospitals to operate more eiffcient
ly, as costs can be passed on to other insurers (Feldman, et. al., 1986).

6. A recent nationwide poll in the United States (Jensen, 1987) found that only
12V0 of consumers selected a hospital completely on their own. Fiftytwo per
cent let their doctors choose the hospital, 1896 chose from among hospitals
suggested by their doctor or asked their doctor to choose from among a list of
hospitals, and 129^ went to a particular hospital because of health insurance
requirements, because the ambulance took them there, or because there was
only one hospital in the area. However, according to the authors, their ifndings
contrast with past research on the topic which indicated that patient choice,
physician choice and joint choice each accounted for onethird of hospitaliza
tions (no reference given).

7. In Israel, approximately 896 of GNP goes to health care. This puts Israel in the *

low to middle range of developed countries. Analyses have shown that in terms *

of physical units per capita, Israeli health consumption is relatively high. The
relatively low expenditure levels are the result of the fact that prices, particu
larly wages, are relatively low. (Ginsberg et. al., 1990). The industrywide wage
negotiations may be a factor in keeping health care wages low, compared to
both other sectors in Israel and health care sectors in other countries. Another
factor is the large health care work force; wages in Israel are low but the
overall wage bill is not.

8. Some of the early works on the subject (e.g., Wilson and Jadlow, 1982) claimed
that competition was associated with technical ineiffciency, These works either
did not distinguish between output and qualityadjusted output or simply as
sumed that the additional costs associated with competitive settings could not
all be due to higher quality.

9. At least in the U.S., even when patients are free to choose their hospitals, they
rely heavily on the recommendations of their physicians (Inguanzo and Harju,
1985).
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SECTION 4: HYBRIDS AND MODIFICATIONS OF THE
BASIC OPTIONS

In this section we will discuss the risks associated with entrusting the hospital
choice decision to each of the potential decisionmakers: the patient, the physician,
the HMO/insurer and government through a regionalization plan, as well as meas
ures which can be taken to offset or at least minimize these risks. Then we will
consider various hybrid options.

If the decision is entrusted to the patient, the principal risk is that health care
costs will increase markedly. It may be possible to limit the risk by a variety of
regulatory measures, including: requiirng a determination of need before a hospital
can undertake major capital expenditures or expansions of the service package,
setting caps for total annual hospital expenditure or growth in expenditure, and
having government establish the rates for speciifed units of service. Another pos
sibility is to introduce into the insurance policies copayments and deductibles for
hospital care so that consumers will become more cost conscious. It is also possible
to limit copayments to those cases in which patients go "outofregion".

Another risk associated with patient choice is that patients cannot assess quality
effectively. There are several options for remedial action: First, one can foster an
environment in which the patient feels free to consult with his communitybased
physician on choice of hospital without feeling pressured to accept the advice.
Second, government can collect information on hospital quality and disseminate it
to the public1. Third, one can promote the development of patient information
networks along the lines of the network which exists in Jerusalem's Haredi (ultra
orthodox) community (SiegelItzkowitz, 1988)2.

With physician choice there is a risk that communitybased physicians will put a
premium on hightechnology capabilities  not out of ifnancial interest, but out of
a genuine interest in getting quality care for their patients. The exclusion of
primary care physicians from the hospitals in Israel increases the risk that these
imprecise signals will be given undue weight. A potential remedy here is to educate
physicians doing specialty training in primary care about what really constitutes
good quality in hospital care, and, once in practice, to ensure them ongoing access
to local hospitals so they can assess quality over time. The Commission of Inquiry
underscored the need to strengthen the links between hospitalbased and
communitybased physicians.
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The principal problem with assigning the hospital choice decision in Israel to the
HMOs is that one of the HMOs has both tremendous market power and a hospital
network of its own. This poses threats to system stability, the viability of the less
prestigious outlying hospitals and the ability of nonKHC hospitals to compete on
an equal footing. These risks could be lessened if each KHC district management
is permitted to choose freely among hospitals and negotiate its own deals with
hospitals, but it is unlikely that complete freedom would be granted. An alterna
tive is to require that KHC relinquish ownership of its hospitals. Another, less
drastic, option is to limit the speed with which HMOs can shift business from one
hospital to another (e.g., no HMO would be able to reduce its admissions to any
given hospital by more than 25910 in any one year). Alternatively, government
could stipulate a minimum duration  say two years  for all hospitalHMO con
tracts; who should choose is related to how often the choice is made. These
approaches retain the HMOs' ability to pressure for lower costs and better quality,
while giving hospitals time to correct their deifciencies before they go bankrupt.

An additional risk with HMO decisionmaking in Israel is that HMOs may not give
suiffcient weight to the service dimension of the care that hospitals give consu
mers. This risk is particularly great in Israel in which many citizens (particularly
those employed in Histadrut ifrms) face ifnancial and other pressures to select
KHC over the other HMOs. (In countries like the U.S. in which most consumers
can move relatively freely among insurers each insurer will be careful to hospital
ize its members at hospitals which give good service to the consumers; otherwise it
will lose membership to its competitors). In addition, in areas where KHC is the
monopoly insurer, patient preference regarding hospital choice might not be given
due weight. These risks could be offset by making the Israeli HMO market more
competitive, with more options, better information and freer choice of HMO.

The principal problem with regionalization is that it insulates hospitals from the
pressures to improve consumer satisfaction and increase eiffciency. In Israel, the
major eiffciency problem is not that costs per unit output are too high, but that
output levels are too low and queues have developed. Responsiveness to consumers
could be improved by instituting new policies (such as requiring that each hospital
patient be assigned a personal physician or at least a coordinating physician) or by
setting up new institutional arrangements (such as a community advisory boards
for hospitals). The problem of insuiffcient throughput could be dealt with by
instituting sophisticated monitoring mechanisms and rewarding those hospitals
and management teams which successfully reduce queues.
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Hybrid approaches offer great promise, and interesting examples of hybrids can be
found in several countries. The United Kingdom is moving toward a system in
1which regions serve as prudent buyers selecting among competing hospitals. This
system has elements of government choice (since the regions are a branch of
government) and HMO/insurer choice (since the regions will balance cost and qual
ity considerations in choosing among hospitals, rather than making assignments
according to a rigid plan). A similar situation prevails in the U.S. Medicaid
selective contracting programs described above.

Another promising hybrid being developed in the U.K. is the "GP budget holder".
Under this setup, large general practitioner practices (usually consisting of several
GPs) are at ifnancial risk for hospital care and can negotiate contracts with hospi
tals which specify cost and quality standards. This approach contains elements of
physician choice and elements of HMO/insurer choice. Initial evidence suggests
that the budget holding GPs may be more effective than the regions at securing
quality care at reasonable price (Glennerster, 1991).

The optimal solution to the "who should decide?" issue may differ across regions
and among types of treatment. Consider the following possibilities:

* Regionalization would be strictly enforced for basic services, while one of the
competitive arrangements would be introduced for more sophisticated treat
ments. This would introduce incentives to increase throughput and responsive
ness to consumers without jeopardizing the viability of basic services in peri
pheral hospitals3.

* HMO choice of hospitals could be limited to those regions in which KHC does
not own a hospital and does not have a nearmonopoly in the insurance market.
In other regions, patient/physician choice or regionalization would prevail.

* A hybrid of regionalization and patient choice could be developed which would
introduce cost consciousness into patient decisionmaking. This could be done by
allowing patients to go outofregion only if they payed a percentage of hospital
ization costs.

* HMOs can sign contracts with more than one hospital in each area, leaving the
patient with an opportunity to choose from among a list of approved providers.

These examples suggest that, as is often the case, hybrids can be stronger than the
pure forms from which they are derived. Policymakers would do well to think
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through their objectives with regard to the hospital choice issue and then craft a
hybrid solution accordingly.

Notes: Section 4

1. Before disseminating information on quality, government must ensure that it
has chosen appropriate indicators and that the data are accurate. In the U.S.,

dissemination of data in which mortality rates were the sole indicator of qual
ity was criticized by the hospital industry and many policy analysts.

2. Note, however, that groups are not always better informed than individuals.
Group dynamics can create misperceptions of their own.

3. The U.S. experience suggests that competition over sophisticated treatments
can lead to major increases in national health expenditures. In the case of
HMO choice, the HMOs may be able to counteract these cost pressures. In the
case of physician or patient choice, other methods must be found to constrain
costs.
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SECTION 5: THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY AND THE
"WHO SHOULD CHOOSE?" QUESTION

In August 1990, the cabinetappointed State Commission of Inquiry into the Func
tioning and Eiffciency of the Health Care System presented its report to the Prime
Minister. The Commission issued both a majority report (endorsed by four of the
Commission's members) and a minority report (endorsed by one Commission
member).

Both reports highlighted many serious deifciencies in the Israeli health care system
and called for sweeping reforms. The Commission's recommendation regarding the
channeling of patients to hospitals needs to be analyzed within the context of the

' overall package of reforms suggested by the Commission. The package endorsed by
the majority includes a national health insurance law which would ensure (among
other things) freedom of choice among competing sick funds, a call for greater
autonomy for individual hospitals, replacement of the national sick funds with
regional sick funds, and the establishment of a national health authority with
regional oiffces to monitor and regulate the health system. Overall, the majority
report seeks to increase the role of competition and decentralization in service
provision while centralizing system ifnancing. It envisions a system with more
freedom than the current system, but also a system with better regulation and less
anarchy (Rosen, 1990).

While the question of who should decide where patients are hospitalized was not a
major focus of the Commission's reports, both the majority and the minority did
call for an end to the hospital regionalization agreement, and recommended en
trusting the hospital choice decision to the sick funds. According to the majority
report, the sick funds, which would be regional, will be able to choose from among
the hospitals within their region. The majority envisions a system in which the
regional sick funds will negotiate contracts with hospitals which would compete
with one another for the business of the sick funds within their region. Thus,
hospital care will still be regionalized to some extent, but there will be competition
among hospitals within the region. The minority report does not mention regional
restrictions on hospitalHMO contracts.

The Commission of Inquiry majority essentially calls for a hybrid approach. HMOs
would be allowed to choose freely among the hospitals within the region in which
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the patient resides, but would not be free to contract with hospitals outside the
regions  the system combines HMO choice with regionalization. In addition, the
Commission leaves room for individual choice  patients willing to pay outof
pocket (Sharap) can select any hospital in the country. Finally, the Commission
appears to call for some (not fully clear) role for primary care physicians as well 
they are to serve as gatekeepers on behalf of the HMOs which employ them.

Implementation of several of the reforms recommended by the Commission of
Inquiry in their July, 1990 majority report would signiifcantly affect the context in
which the "who should choose?" issue needs to be decided. In this section we will
analyze the most relevant recommendations in terms of their relationship to the
"who should choose?" question only (see also Table 1 in Section 3). As each of these
recommendations has implications well beyond this question, the following discus
sion should not be confused with any attempt at a full analysis of the pros and
cons of the recommendations.

One of the key Commission recommendations (endorsed by both the minority and
the majority) is a call for the Ministry of Health to remove itself from the dayto
day operation of hospitals and other services. The hospitals currently owned by
the Ministry would be run as independent economic entities. Indeed, in January
1992, the Minister of Health registered ifve of the government's eleven acute care
hospitals as independent nonproift entities.

The reform, as envisioned by the majority, entails many components, including a
change in the legal status of the hospitals, the establishment of a board of direc
tors for each hospital, budgetary autonomy, the right to introduce SHARAP
(private medical services), greater lfexibility in manpower policy and purchasing,
and increased freedom in determining the mix of services and pricing policy. The
main objectives of the planned reform are to enable the Ministry of Health to
concentrate on its policymaking role, to improve hospital efficiency, to make the
hospitals more responsive to consumer demands, and to enhance employee satis
faction and morale.

If this plan is implemented, there will be many more independent hospitals each of
whom will be interested, and able, to expand market share at the expense of any,
and all, other hospitals in the region. This would make possible a greater degree of
competition than is feasible today when there are limitations on how ifercely any
government hospital can compete with another government hospital. At the same
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time, with Israel's population expanding rapidly due to immigration from the
former Soviet Union, increased competition does not raise the spectre of empty
beds and hospital closures. Implementation of the recommendation to spinoff the
government hospitals would also leave the government with more time and organ
izational resources to carry out whatever regulatory functions it chooses to em
phasize, be they monitoring a regionalization agreement or monitoring anti
competitive behavior on the part of all hospitals.

The Commission majority report also calls for KHC to arrange for autonomous
management of its hospitals. This would put an end to the concern that if the
HMO option is adopted on the "who should choose?" question, then the nation's
major sick fund would favor its own hospitals even in situations when competing
hospitals provided better service at a lower price. Implementation of this recom
mendation would also result in the transformation of the KHC hospital network
into a series of independent hospitals. As in the recommendation discussed above,
this would increase the number of hospitals in Israel willing and able to compete
fully with one another.

The proposed increase in hospital autonomy would make the "who should choose?"
issue even more signiifcant. Patient, physician, and HMO choice pose different
incentives for hospital managers. Under the current, highlycentralized system,
hospital managers are not free to respond to these incentives; the proposed reform
would change this.

Equally important to the "choice" issue is the Commission's recommendation (in
both the majority and minority reports) that citizens be given complete freedom of
choice among competing sick funds. At present, there are restrictions on switching
among sick funds, based on place of employment, age and health status. In the
current environment, there is a risk that if the hospital choice decision is entrusted
to the sick funds then the sick funds might give too much weight to cost considera
tions and not enough to consumer satisfaction when choosing among hospitals.
However, if the Commission's recommendation about freedom of choice among sick
funds is adopted, sick funds are most likely to select those hospitals which make
the members happier. If not, they would risk the loss of members to competing
sick funds.

Passage of a national health insurance law, as proposed in the Commission of
Inquiry majority report, would eliminate the relatively small problem of the unin
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sured in Israel.1 Thus, the fear that increased competition among hospitals will
lead to access problems among poorer segments of the population (quite legitimate
in the United States) may become even less relevant in Israel than it is today.

Finally, the Commission majority calls for introducing Sharap into all public hospi
tals. Sharap is a form of quasiprivate medicine in which, in return for an outof
pocket fee, the patient is allowed to choose which physician will operate on him,
coordinate his care as an inpatient, or care for him in the hospital outpatient
department2. If this recommendation is implemented, hospitals will have two ma
jor categories of business  regular patients (ifnanced through the sick funds) and
Sharap patients. It is not clear from the Commission majority report whether
Sharap patients would be free to choose hospitals outside their regions. In imple
menting this recommendation, policymakers will have to decide whether to give
the Sharap patient greater freedom (than the mainstream patient) in choosing his
hospital (in addition to greater freedom in choosing his physician).

Notes: Section 5

1. Residents of the West Bank and Gaza, many of whom lack health insurance,
will continue to depend on the Civil Administration to ifnance their care at
Israeli hospitals.

2. The minority report calls for restricting SHARAP to outpatient services, for
the time being.
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SECTION 6: CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the four key options regarding the question of "who
should choose" where patients are hospitalized. Each approach has its characteristic
advantages and disadvantages, which were summarized in Table 2 in Section 4.

Until recently, most Israelis in need of hospitalization have been assigned to par
ticular hospitals on the basis of planning mechanisms  the regionalization plan or
the emergency room rotation system. In recent years, the governmentKHC re
gionalization agreement has lapsed and the Commission of Inquiry has called for
allowing regional sick funds to contract freely with competing hospitals in their
regions. This hybrid solution integrates elements of regionalization with elements
of HMO choice. It has substantial merit, but several adjustments and caveats are in
order.

The Commission of Inquiry's proposal is preferable to past regionalization arrange
ments, as it introduces elements of choice and competition, thereby spurring hospi
tals to provide better service and become more eiffcient. Regional limitations on
HMO choice also has merit as a short term measure  given Israeli hospitals' lack
of experience with competitive environments, and the fear that market forces
would lead peripheral hospitals to close before they have time to adapt to the new
environment. However, the regional restrictions could be lifted in several years;
once hospitals have learned what is entailed in competition, the hospital market
could be transformed from a regional market to a national market.

The effectiveness of the Commission's proposals regarding hospital choice is condi
tional on concurrent implementation of another change proposed by the Commis
sion  that patients be guaranteed free choice among sick funds. When patients
can choose among sick funds, then the sick funds must take patient preferences
into account when deciding where to hospitalize them; patients therefore are less
likely to be locked into hospitals which they ifnd objectionable. If patients cannot
be guaranteed free choice among sick funds, then it may be preferable that the
patient, rather than his sick fund, decide where within the region he or she will be
hospitalized.
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APPENDIX: "WHO SHOULD CHOOSE?" AND FORMAL
ECONOMIC MODELS

While "hospital competition" has emerged as an important issue in the internation
al health policy literature, the "who should choose?" issue has not. However, there
are strong links, particularly in Israel, between these two concepts which are best
examined in terms of the elements of the perfect competition model. In this
Appendix we examine the relationship between formal economic models of com
petition and the question of how patients, physicians, HMOs and government
should share in the decisions which channel patients to particular hospitals.

The economic model of "perfect competition"1 makes several assumptions:

. The number of competitors is suiffciently large so that no one competitor can
inlfuence the market price;

. The competitors act independently and without collusion;

. Each competitor is a proiftmaximizer;

. There is a large number of buyers who are fully informed about the price and
quality of each option;

. Buyers are free to choose among the options;

. When making their choices, buyers seek to maximize their utility subject to a
budget constraint; and

. There is no government regulation.

When speaking of moving toward a more competitive marketplace in terms of the
"perfect competition" model, the term "greater competition" can have several
meanings:

. The number of competitors in the market has increased;

. The competitors' objectives have changed, with greater emphasis on proift
maximization (either because existing ifrms change their objectives or because
forproift ifrms have replaced notforproifts);

. The competitors' policies have changed, i.e., they seek to increase market share
more aggressively than in the past;
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. There is a trend toward more prudent activity on the part of the buyers, or

. Government regulation has decreased, permitting buyers and sellers to behave
more freely.

In short, the degree of competition depends on the nature of the buyers (the
demand side), the nature of the sellers (the supply side), and the extent of govern
ment regulation. The "who should choose?" issue can similarly be described in
terms of those three factors. The three competitive approaches (patient choice,
physician choice and HMO choice) differ from one another in the nature of the
buyer. The three competitive approaches differ from regionalization and rotation
systems principally in that the latter systems entail greater government regulation
which in turn has implications for the nature and number of the sellers.

The Nature of the Buyers: The Role of Agents in Health
Care Decisionmaking

In terms of economic theory, an agency relationship exists when A has contracted
with B to make a decision on his behalf. Under these conditions, A is referred to
as the "principal" and B serves as A's "agent" (Sappington, 1991). The contract can
be written or oral, explicit or implicit. B may be committing his services to A for
a fee or gratis.

Such arrangements are quite common in many spheres of life  the plaintiff who
contracts with an attorney to advance his case in court, the actor who contracts
with a talent agency to handle his bookings, etc. Principals typically contract with
agents because the agent has relevant expertise or connections not available to the
principal or because the principal does not have the time to undertake a thorough
decisionmaking process on his own.

Economists long ago realized that reallife agency relationships have their draw
backs. Implicit in the contract is the understanding that the agent will take those
actions which are in the best interest of the principal. In fact, the agent does not
always do so. This may occur either because the agent does not fully understand
the priorities of the principal or because the agent willfully ignores those priorities
(in some cases even giving his own interests priority over those of the principal).
When the agent does not act in the best interest of the principal, the agency
relationship is deemed "imperfect".
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In terms of the elements of "perfectly competitive markets" outlined above, reli
ance on agents strengthens competition in some respects, but weakens it in others.
The agent is more fully informed about the options than was the principal, but the
choice (which is made by the agent) is less likely to be driven by the objective of
maximizing the utility of the ultimate consumer  the principal.

Agents play a central role in health care. Patients lack the necessary technical
expertise to make decisions about how their illnesses should be treated. As a result,
they contract with physicians to make those decisions for them, or at least with
them. In real life, this agency relationship is seldom perfect. Physicians rarely
understand fully the tradeoffs patients are willing to make between pain, life
expectancy, and functionality. They do not always know how riskaverse a partic
ular patient is. If the physician works for a hospital, an HMO or some other
organization, he may be under pressure to give consideration to the objectives of
the organization which employs him. Finally, while almost all physicians will place
their patients' interests ahead of their own, the physicians' interests (including
ifnancial interests, the interest in working on interesting cases, and the interest in
enhancing prestige) are given some weight in the decisionmaking processes of at
least some physicians. (Friedson, 1970; Langwell and Nelson, 1986; Wilensky and
Rossiter, 1983; Fuchs, 1974)

To the extent that HMOs and other health insurers make decisions for their
members (or inlfuence those decisions), the patientinsurer relationship also as
sumes elements of the agency relationship. The insurer is not just selling some
thing to the member, it is also representing him. However, the situation here is

different from the patientphysician relationship, since here it is more legitimate for
the insurer to balance the interests of each individual member with those of other
members2. In addition, it is understood by the parties to the contract that the
insurer will balance the interests of the members of the plan, as a group, with the
institutional interests of the insurance company itself3.

The Nature of the Sellers and the Extent of Government
Regulation
Economic theory has extensively addressed the impact of two issues related to the
nature of the sellers  the number of sellers and their auspices  on market out
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comes. With regard to the number of sellers, they distinguish. between monopolies
(where there is only one seller), oligopolies (in which there are a small number of
sellers) and perfect competition (with a large number of sellers). In terms of
auspices, economists distinguished between proprietary, voluntary (i.e., nonproift)
and governmental entities.

The literature in America emphasizes the fact that the smaller the number of
competitors, the greater is the risk that they will collude and act together in a
manner resembling a monopolist. Recent writings (Baumol et. al., 1982) have
emphasized that what matters is not just how many competitors already exist, but
also the number of potential competitors  including new entrants to the market.
Accordingly, increased attention is being given to barriers to entry, an issue of
particular importance in health care systems. Similarly, recent studies have given
greater attention to the degree of similarity among competitors and the nature
and level of their interdependence as factors which influence their tendency to
cooperate (Luke, 1990).

Almost all of the published studies related to "hospital competition" of which the
authors are aware have been based on the American health care system. These
studies have focused on the "number of competitors" dimension of "greater com
petition". This is because the main policy decisions related to hospital competition
in the U.S. are whether to disallow proposed mergers as violations of antitrust
legislation (Blackstone, 1989; Miles, 1984; Lynck, 1984; Klingensmith, 1988) and
whether to dismantle Determination of Need frameworks which create barriers to
entry (Altman and Rodwin, 1988). One should keep in mind that in the U.S.
(particularly among economists), there is a strong tendency to prefer competitive
situations to monopoly situations, unless the unique circumstances of a particular
product or market dictate otherwise.

These are not the crucial issues in Israel, where the main questions related to
hospital competition are who should decide where patients are hospitalized (the
nature of the buyer), what aspects of hospital activity (e.g., major capital expendi
tures, quality standards, etc.) should be regulated by the government and how,
whether the government and KHC should spin off their hospitals as autonomous
entities, and whether government should regulate the entry of private en
trepreneurs into the hospital market (Chinitz and Rosen, 1991b).
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Note, however that while the American and Israeli policy discussions focus on
different questions, the American literature on the subject does concern itself with
American situations which have analogues in Israel. If the Israeli policy on "who
should choose?" is that patients should be assigned to hospitals on the basis of a
government regionalization plan, the end result is similar to a situation (in the
American context) in which a large geographic area has only one hospital. In both
cases, there is effectively no choice to be made about where particular patients will
be hospitalized and, as a result, the American literature can provide insights into
the Israeli situation. At the same time there is a difference between the two cases
described above  in the American situation the local monopoly arose as a result
of market forces, while in Israel the local monopoly was created by government
policy. This underscores the point that extrapolations from the ifndings in the
American literature can only be made with extreme caution.

The "Who Should Choose?" Options and Deviations
from the Perfect Competition Model

Table 3 serves as a convenient summary of the main ways in which each of the
policy options on the "who should choose?" question deviate from the perfect com
petition model outlined above. Note that the intent here is descriptive, rather than
normative. Adherence to the perfect competition model might not be desirable or
there may be desirable attributes (such as selfactualization, equity, etc.) which are
not even considered by the perfect competition model and other simple economic
models.

The Table indicates that patient choice results in poorly informed buyers who
typically lack budget constraints. Physician choice also does not usually involve
budget constraints, is usually made in the absence of comparative information on
costs, and may not always relfect patient priorities. HMO choice is unlikely to
reflect patient priorities, while the government planning option is tantamount to a
monopoly seller situation.
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Table 3: Adherence to the Perfect Competition Model in the Various "Who
Should Choose?" Options

The Decisionmaker
Elements of
The Market Patient Physician HMO Government
Model Choice Choice Choice Plan**

Large Number
of Competitors Yes Yes Yes No

Objective of
Maximizing
Consumer Utility Yes Partly Partly* No

Access to
Information on
Price and Quality No Partly Yes No

Existence of
Budgetary
Constraint No*** No Yes No

* Yes, if consumer can choose among competing HMOs

** Assumes assignment by plan. For situations in which government solicits com
peting bids from a number of hospitals, see column labelled "HMO Choice"

*** Assuming copayments and deductibles are nonexistant or minimal

Appendix Notes
1. For a description of the perfect competition model see Nicholson, 1978. For

discussions of how health markets deviate from the model see Fuchs, 1986 and
Evans, 1984.

2. It should be noted, however, that in allocating their time among patients, phy
sicians also must prioritize.

3. Alain Enthoven has proposed that government play a sponsor role, in part in
order to address this problem.
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ברוקדייל? ג'וינ0מכון מהו
בישראל. וחברה אדם והתפתחות בריאות מדיניות הזקנה, לחקר ארצי מרכז :

 העולמי. והג'וינט ישראל ממשלת בחסות הפועל רווח, כוונת ללא עצמאי מוסד

בעיות לפתרון רבתחומית גישה ונוקט מרכזיות סוגיות בזיהוי המתמקד מומחים צוות
ו ובריאות. רווחה שירותי במערכות

המחקר ממצאי את לקשור המסייעים מקצוע, ואנשי מדיניות מעצבי לחוקרים, מפגש נקודת
בשטח. שינויים של לביצועם

הבינלאומית. לקהילה ישראל בין פעולה לשיתוף מרכז

בישראל בריאות מדיניות לחקר תכנית
ג'וינטמכון פיתח ישראל, ממשלת ולבקשת הבריאות בשירותי המעמיק למשבר בתגובה

1 היא התכנית מטרת בישראל. בריאות מדיניות לחקר תכנית ישראל ג'וינט בשיתוף ברוקדייל
מדיניות סוגיות של ניתוחן דרך והספקתם הבריאות שירותי מימון לשיפור למאמצים לתרום

/ עקריים: יעדים שלושה לתכנית נבחרות.

לשיפור מרכזיות רפורמות של וההערכה הביצוע התכנון, בתהליך ישראל לממשלת לסייע 
בריאות. מערכות ניהול

ואת יעילותם את לשפר במאמציהם בישראל ולמבטחים בריאות שירותי לספקי לסייע 
מועילותם.

שירותי למערכת ארוך לטווח תרומה לתרום נועדו אשר מחקריים פרוייקטים לפתח 
בישראל. הבריאות
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תקציר

שצריכים התפקיד בנושא בארץ אלה בימים המתנהל לדיון לתרום היא u עבודה של העיקרית המטרה
המחקר נתון. חולה לאשפז יש שבו ביתהחולים בבחירת והממשלה המבטחים הרופאים, החולים, למלא
בספרות ,(agency relationships) הרשאה יחסי ושל תחרותיים שווקים של כלכליים בדגמים שימוש עושה
מערכת של והמבניים ההיסטוריים ההבטים ובניתוח החולים, בתי בין בתחרות העוסקת המקצועית

בישראל. הבריאות

בחירה דגמים: בארבעה העבודה מתמקדת מתחרים, בתיחולים בין לבחור צריך מי בשאלה הדיון בעת
שלושת הממשלה. בידי ובחירה חולים) קופת (כולל המבטח בידי בחירה הרופא, בידי בחירה החולה, בידי
תכנונית. גישה מכונה הרביעי הדגם תחרותיות. גישות ומכונים שוק בתנאי פועלים הראשונים הדגמים
האשפוז עלות על האפשרית השפעתם ומבחינת בציעותם מבחינת הדגמים, ארבעת של הערכה נעשית

באוכלוסייה. איהשיוויון להקטנת תרומתם ועל החולים רצון שביעות על ואיכותו,

להניח סביר החולה, בידי היא הבחירה כאשר דגם. בכל אפשריים וחסרונות יתרונות על מצביע הניתוח
ושל קלינית איכות של בעיות להתעורר עלולות אולם הלקוחות, של יותר רבה רצון לשביעות יביא שהדבר
מנגנוני של (בהעדרם אך האיכות, סוגיית עם היטב מתמודדת הרופא לידי הבחירה העברת עלויות. ריסון
פיתרון. ללא העלות בעיות את משאירה הוצאות) לרסן לרופאים תמריצים מספקים אשר מיוחדים תיגמול
מבחינת טובות לתוצאות להביא הדבר עשוי המבטחים, או החולים קופות בידי היא ההחלטה כאשר
בהמשכיות לפגיעה חשש קיים נכון, ארגון על הקפדה תהיה שלא במידה אולם ליחידה, ההוצאות צמצום
העלות סוגיות עם היטב מתמודדת התכנונית הגישה לבסוף, החולים. בתי בין התחרות ובהוגנות הטיפול
הלקוחות, של נמוכה רצון משביעות במיוחד לסבול עלולה אך השירותים), לנפח הקשורות אלה (בעיקר

ירודה. קלינית ומאיכות לקהילה, ביתהחולים בין לקויים מקשרים

משולב. פיתרון לחפש אולי, עדיף, משלו, ליקויים יש הדגמים מארבעת אחת שלכל שמכיוון נטען, בעבודה
החקירה ועדת עלידי לאחרונה שהועלתה ההצעה היא מבטיחה, הנראית אחת, משולבת אופציה
המדינה את לחלק המליצה הוועדה בישראל. הבריאות מערכת של ויעילותה תפקודה לבדיקת הממלכתית
אזור. בכל מתחרים חולים בתי מספר בין לבחור החולים לקופות ולאפשר אזורים, לשישה או לחמישה
חופשית בחירה הבטחת  הוועדה שהציעה נוסף שינוי של במקביל בביצועו תלויה זו גישה של מועילותה
יחליט הקופה, ולא שהחולה, אולי, עדיף, אזי ייושם, לא זה שינוי אם השונות. החולים קופות בין למטופל
על האזוריות להגבלות להתייחס שמוטב ייתכן בנוסף, להתאשפז. ברצונו שלו באזור חולים בית באיזה

בלבד. זמניים אמצעים כאל החקירה) ועדת שהמליצה (כפי התחרות
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$1 זח במאמר שנבחנו האשפוז שווקי סקירת :1 לוח

37 השונות החלופות של רבממדי דרוג החולים? יאושפזו היכן לקבוע צריך מי :2 לוח

מדגמי אחד כל לבין המושלמת התחרות דגם בין ההתאמה מידת :3 לוח
54 לקבוע"? צריך "מי


